2016 Athlete of the Year Nominations

Athletes of the Year

Name: Corinne Harris  
Age: 16  
Sport: Swimming  
Team: Cypress Swim Club

Corinne has been a swimmer her entire life. She only began Synchronized Swimming 2 years ago. Her first year she maintained a Silver Medal season; including earning a Silver at 2015 California State Games! Her second season has been just as successful, and she took home gold at the 2016 California State Games. Above and beyond regular practice and competition, Corinne was selected as an Ambassador to represent athletes with disabilities around the world, and she is a part of the advocacy effort to have Synchronized Swimming accepted into the Paralympic Games, all while encouraging other athletes with disabilities! For this effort, Corinne traveled to Taiwan last summer, traveled to Kyoto, Japan this past may, and she will go to Brazil next month. She performs Synchro while spreading awareness about the great sport of Synchro and all its benefits. Other than Synchro, Corinne actively pursues other passions. She is learning to code because she wants to become a video game designer in the future. She is also an avid writer and artist producing regular works. In addition, she has a 3.7 gpa at school.

Name: Rogilio Moreno  
Age: 23  
Sport: Weightlifting

Rogilio Moreno lifts in the +105 division. At the 2016 California State Games Rogilio snatched 142kg and Clean and Jerks 187kg for the Gold medal in his class. Rogilio is a former high school and college football player. He also threw shot and discuss at San Jacinto High School in Riverside County. Rogilio will compete in September at the National University Championship and try to qualify for the 2016 USAW World University Team. His ultimate goal is the Olympic Games in 2020.

Sport Athletes of the Year

Skateboarding: Luke Wosiski

Swimming: Corinne Harris

Track & Field: Ryan Thomsen, Shae Anderson, John Terry Ober III, Arielle Mckenzie, Bella Witt, Asia Smith, Ethan George, Kira Boen, Glen Mckenzie Jr., Michael Stine III, Karyna Carballosa,

Weightlifting: Rogilio Moreno